Graduate education is the fastest growing segment of U.S. higher education. While undergraduate enrollment has increased by 30% over the past two decades, graduate enrollment increased by more than 45% over the same period. Grad school is no longer only for the ultra-elite: a full 44% of bachelor’s degree graduates enroll in a graduate program within four years, including 41% of first-generation college graduates, 42% of Pell-recipient college graduates, and 53% of Black college graduates. While public institutions have always been the most common destination for graduate students (at 44% of graduate enrollments in 2016), for-profit institutions now account for one out of every 10 enrollments, up from less than 2 percent in 2000.

This rapid growth in enrollment has been accompanied by an even faster increase in federal student loans disbursed annually to graduate students, which nearly quadrupled in real terms between 2000–01 and 2020–21 (from $10.6 billion to $39 billion). Graduate borrowing now represents 47% of annual federal student loan disbursements, and 40% of total student loans outstanding. Though graduate student borrowers generally have low rates of student loan default (around 5 percent after 5 years in repayment), they are also paying off more slowly in recent years.

The increase in graduate student debt has attracted policy concern and proposals for reform. But far less attention has been given to the other side of the equation: what financial returns do students earn from their graduate degrees? If and when policymakers aim their sights more squarely on graduate program quality and accountability, they may be surprised at the relatively limited evidence on the earnings premia for graduate degrees. Of course, students may enroll in graduate education for reasons beyond earnings—they may seek greater job satisfaction, flexibility, or benefits. Still, earnings outcomes are particularly important for understanding the implications of rising graduate student debt, as well as rising enrollments in for-profit graduate programs—particularly given the generally poor outcomes of such institutions at the undergraduate level (Cellini & Turner, 2019).

**WHAT DATA CAN BE USED TO EXAMINE GRADUATE SCHOOL EARNINGS OUTCOMES?**

Even descriptive data on graduate student earnings outcomes are hard to come by: there is no graduate student equivalent of the nationally representative Beginning Postsecondary Student Longitudinal Study, a publicly-accessible survey run by the U.S. Department of Education which tracks a cohort of new undergraduates for six years after entry (a new cohort is tracked every eight years). The Baccalaureate and Beyond survey, also fielded by the U.S. Department of Education, tracks cohorts of bachelor’s degree completers (drawing a new cohort every eight years) but recent waves can only capture those enrolling within a few years after graduation. The program-level earnings data provided in College Scorecard and Gainful Employment
databases are largely privacy-suppressed for graduate programs, due to small program size. Institution-level Scorecard data can be used to examine approximately 250 graduate-only institutions, but approximately 95% of graduate students enroll at predominantly undergraduate institutions.9

The available research has instead used data from the National Science Foundation’s National Survey of College Graduates (NSCG) and National Survey of Recent College Graduates (NSRCG), or more recently, from state administrative data sources. But these sources have their own limitations. The NSCG and NSRCG earnings information comes from self-reported survey data, which can be degraded by survey non-response, misreporting, and attrition. Even combining across multiple waves, samples are sometimes too small to disaggregate results finely. These surveys also do not collect precise information on the timing of graduate enrollment, only the date of the degree earned.

More recently, researchers have begun using state administrative databases—already extensively used to examine returns to undergraduate degrees—to examine graduate education. State databases typically only track students enrolling at public institutions within the state, but include detailed educational records on all such students (as opposed to an occasional sample), and link to administrative state quarterly earnings data (as opposed to relying on survey respondents). Still, the limitation to public-sector enrollees is consequential, as results may not generalize to other institution types.

WHAT HAS RESEARCH FOUND REGARDING EARNINGS PREMIA FOR GRADUATE DEGREES?

While numerous academic studies have rigorously estimated the causal returns to all kinds of undergraduate education, rigorous research on returns to graduate programs has lagged behind (note: for simplicity we use the term “returns” here to refer to annual earnings gains; we will use the term “net benefits” to refer to aggregate earnings beyond the cost of attendance). Most of the literature is outdated, based only on a single program type (e.g., MBAs), and often lacks a credible strategy for isolating the causal returns to graduate degrees, as opposed to simply comparing earnings for those with and without such degrees.10 While these studies shed light on returns to graduate degrees, they all used data from more than two decades ago. As both graduate education and the labor market have been developing and changing, the results may not generalize well to current conditions.

One important exception is a recent paper by Altonji and Zhong (2021), who use data from the National Survey of College Graduates (1993 to 2015) and the National Survey of Recent College Graduates (1993 to 2010).11 To obtain causal estimates of returns, they compare earnings for students with the same combinations of undergraduate major and graduate field of study, before and after earning a graduate degree.12 The paper found strong positive earnings returns for most fields of study, ranging from around 15–25%, but with a few fields yielding minimal returns (such as arts and humanities) and others yielding much larger than average returns (such as law and medicine).

Altonji and Zhong also show the importance of having a strategy for addressing selection bias, not just comparing earnings for those with and without graduate degrees. Simplistic comparisons, they find, overstate the earnings premia for fields that attract higher-paid undergraduate majors (e.g. engineering, business) and understate the earnings premia for fields attracting lower-paid majors (e.g., social work).

Our own recent work examines labor market returns to Master’s degrees using administrative data from Ohio.13 To obtain causal estimates, we use an individual fixed effects model that compares individual earnings trajectories, before and after graduate degree completion (for those who work in between).14 We find that across fields, obtaining a Master’s degree from a public institution in Ohio increased quarterly earnings by about 12% on average, or about $1,400. Consistent with prior work, the returns varied across fields. Our results suggest that while Master’s degrees in Health increased earnings by approximately 25%, students saw nearly zero earnings gains from completing a Master’s degree in Arts and Humanities. The magnitudes of the returns to obtaining a Master’s degree in other fields are around 10%. These results for Ohio echo similar patterns found by Altonji & Zhu (2021), using administrative data from Texas.15
We also find higher average returns to public Master’s degrees for women than for men—though not enough to close the pre-existing gender wage gap. Finally, we estimate larger earnings gains for White and Hispanic graduate completers than for Black or Asian graduate completers in Ohio (about 15% versus about 10%, respectively). Differences in fields of graduate study across race/ethnicity and gender appear to explain some, but not all of the heterogeneity we find in returns at public institutions. Note that these results only apply to those who work in between undergraduate and graduate school, though Altonji and Zhong (2021) find that only about 15% of graduate enrollees go directly after graduating from college.

Overall, the emerging evidence on returns to graduate education may be seen as broadly reassuring: at public institutions, graduate degrees in many fields do appear to yield a substantial causal earnings premium above and beyond a bachelor’s degree. While our estimates do not account for tuition, fees, and foregone earnings, Altonji & Zhong (2021) show that internal rates of return are still positive in most fields even after taking costs into account. So it looks like graduate completers are doing all right, on average, at least those from public institutions.

But only 45% of graduate students enroll at public institutions, and when it comes to accountability policy, averages aren’t enough. And while the existing research also documents substantial heterogeneity across fields of graduate study (and to a lesser extent, across demographics), so far it has not been able to offer any insight regarding variation in earnings returns across graduate sectors (public, versus private non-profit, versus for-profit graduate programs). Since data on undergraduate institutions shows that poor performing programs are often concentrated in the for-profit sector, relying on state administrative databases that cover only public institutions is a substantial limitation for broader policymaking.

The existing evidence on earnings returns thus may miss the biggest areas of concern—expensive private and for-profit programs for which students take on large amounts of debt, and which may have different patterns of returns. Research indicates that undergraduates who attend for-profit colleges have lower earnings and employment gains than those attending public colleges. Yet one in ten graduate students, and one in four Black graduate students, enroll in a for-profit graduate program, and default rates are about twice as high for graduate students in this sector.

Note: Each bar represents a separate regression showing individual fixed effects estimates. Log real quarterly earnings gains roughly correspond to percentage earnings gains.
To build out the evidence base, we need better data. Existing federal data on employment, earnings, and student loan repayment could be made more accessible for research. Federal policymakers might also consider expanding federal survey data collections to include a “Beginning Graduate Student” longitudinal survey, which could be linked to federal data on employment, earnings, and student loan repayment. State policymakers could use existing administrative data and research partnerships to examine graduate program outcomes.

Today, 14% of the US population over age 25 holds a graduate degree. If this seems small, it’s worth noting that this is still more than the percentage who held a bachelor’s degree in 1975, 10 years after the first Higher Education Act was enacted.\(^\text{20}\) This fraction is likely only to grow in the future, and is already having an outsize effect on federal student loan volume. Now is the time to start laying the groundwork for research that can inform accountability efforts on this next frontier.
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